Symposium Program
8:00 - 9:15

- Registration & Light Breakfast -

2nd Floor

WELCOME
9:15 - 9:30

Sunil Kumar, Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, Johns Hopkins
University

Room
110

Barbara Landau, Director of the Science of Learning Institute; Dick and Lydia Todd Professor
of Cognitive Science, Johns Hopkins University
NEURAL AND COGNITIVE BASES OF LEARNING
Understanding Through Behavior: The Case of Motor Learning

9:30 - 11:30

John Krakauer, John C. Malone Professor of Neurology, Neuroscience, and Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation; Director of the Brain, Learning, Animation, and Movement Lab,
Johns Hopkins University

Room
110

What Language Processing in the Brain Tells Us About the Structure of the Mind
David Poeppel, Professor of Psychology and Neural Science, New York University; Director
of the Max-Planck-Institute
11:30 - 1:00

- Lunch -

2nd Floor

NEURAL AND COGNITIVE BASES OF MOTIVATION
How Does Dopamine Mold Your Behavior? Behavioral Neuroscience Studies of Dopamine,
Learning, and Motivation
1:00 – 3:00

Patricia Janak, Bloomberg Distinguished Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences and
Neuroscience, Johns Hopkins University

Room
110

The Brilliance Barrier: Stereotypes about Brilliance are an Obstacle to Diversity in Science and
Beyond
Andrei Cimpian, Associate Professor of Psychology, New York University
3:00 - 3:30

- Break -

2nd Floor

IMPLICATIONS OF TRAINING PROGRAMS
Neuro-Education, Educational Neuroscience, and the Research-Practice Gap: A Cautionary
Tale
3:30 - 5:30

Amy Shelton, Professor of Education; Associate Dean of Research, School of Education;
Director of Research, Center for Talented Youth, Johns Hopkins University

Room
110

Do 'Brain Training' Programs Work?
Daniel Simons, Professor of Psychology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
5:30 - 6:30

- Reception (Beer, Wine, and Hors d'oeuvres)

2nd Floor

Speaker Abstracts and Biographies
John Krakauer

John C. Malone Professor of Neurology,
Neuroscience, and Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation; Director of the Brain, Learning,
Animation, and Movement Lab
Johns Hopkins University

Do we really need to go into the
brain at all?

Abstract: Here the case will be made that behavioral decomposition of component
processes is required to construct the conceptual framework needed for subsequent work
at the level of neural implementation.
Biography: Dr. Krakauer uses psychophysics, modeling, functional brain imaging, non-invasive brain stimulation, and
studies in neurological patients to characterize the modular architecture of human motor control and human motor
learning. Dr. Krakauer is the co-founder of the company Neuro Motor Innovations, and of the creative engineering
Hopkins-based project named KATA. KATA and NMI are both predicated on the idea that animal movement based on
real physics is highly pleasurable and that this pleasure is hugely heightened when the animal movement is under the
control of our own movements. A simulated dolphin and other cetaceans developed by KATA has led to a therapeutic
game, interfaced with an FDA-approved 3D exoskeletal robot, which is being used in an ongoing multi-site rehabilitation
trial for early stroke recovery. Dr. Krakauer’s book, “Broken Movement: The Neurobiology of Motor Recovery after
Stroke” has recently been released by the MIT Press.

David Poeppel
Professor of Psychology and Neural Science
New York University
Director of the Max-Planck-Institute

Is the mind/brain made of
hierarchically structured
representations (like an
Alexander Calder mobile,
currently an unpopular view) or
of mere sequences of stimuli (like
a string of beads, currently a
popular view)?

Abstract: Simple language experiments are
described that exploit well-known features of
ensembles of brain cells: their rhythmic or
oscillatory nature. The results, from different
languages, demonstrate that the brain is highly sensitive to structural information. These responses to structure cannot
be accounted for by sound cues or by statistical cues. The simplest interpretation is that the mind/brain uses abstract
hierarchical representations, such as predicted by an internal grammar.
Biography: Dr. Poeppel is the Director of the Department of Neuroscience at the Max-Planck-Institute (MPIEA) in
Frankfurt, Germany, and a Professor of Psychology and Neural Science at New York University. Trained at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in cognitive science, linguistics, and neuroscience, he did his post-doctoral
training at the University of California San Francisco, where he focused on functional brain imaging. Until 2008, he was a
professor at the University of Maryland College Park, where he ran the Cognitive Neuroscience of Language laboratory.

Speaker Abstracts and Biographies
Patricia Janak

Bloomberg Distinguished Professor of Psychological
and Brain Science and Neuroscience
Johns Hopkins University

How does dopamine neuron
activity coincident with a given
rewarding outcome, such as a
food morsel, shape behavioral
responses to reward-predictive
environmental cues?

Abstract: When we move through the world
sampling information, the processing and
evaluation of this information is filtered by prior
experience. I am interested in a fundamental form of learning that shapes this filtering
process, in which organisms evaluate the value of a particular outcome, and then use that
evaluation to promote learning about the conditions that predict that outcome. Behavior in response to these
conditions, when encountered once more, is then altered accordingly. I will discuss recent work from our lab showing
that dopaminergic circuits play a very specific role in this outcome-driven learning by conferring environmental sensory
stimuli with motivational significance.
Biography: Dr. Janak earned her BA from Rutgers University and her Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley.
She conducted postdoctoral research at the Wake Forest School of Medicine and the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
National Institutes of Health. From 1999 to 2014, Dr. Janak was faculty at the University of California, San Francisco
where she was the Howard J. Weinberger Endowed Chair in Addiction Research. She joined the Johns Hopkins faculty in
2014 as a Bloomberg Distinguished Professor. Dr. Janak is interested in neural mechanisms underlying reward learning,
for both natural and drug rewards.

Andrei Cimpian
Associate Professor of Psychology
New York University

Do the cultural stereotypes that
associate brilliance with (white)
men undermine the diversity of
fields in which this trait is
valued?

Abstract: I propose that a field’s diversity is affected
by what its members believe is required for success;
Fields that value raw intellectual talent above all else may inadvertently obstruct the
participation of women and (some) minorities. The environment in these fields may be less
welcoming to women and minority groups because of the cultural stereotypes that
associate intellectual talent—brilliance, genius, etc.—with (white) men. This proposal is
supported by observational and experimental data from a wide range of fields in the sciences and the humanities, as
well as by developmental data that reveal how early these stereotypes take hold.
Biography: Dr. Cimpian was trained as a developmental psychologist and has investigated the motivational
underpinnings of children’s learning; more recently, this interest in motivation has led him to investigate gender
stereotypes and their relation to gender disparities in career aspirations and outcomes. Dr. Cimpian’s research has been
published in top journals such as Science, Behavioral and Brain Sciences, and Psychological Science, and covered by
outlets such as The New York Times, The Atlantic, and The Washington Post.

Speaker Abstracts and Biographies
Amy Shelton
Professor of Education; Associate Dean of Research,
School of Education; Director of Research, Center
for Talented Youth
Johns Hopkins University

Why is it so difficult to bridge the
gap between research and
practice and what can we learn
from the successes and failures in
these efforts?

Abstract: In the science of learning, research and practice should have a natural synergistic
relationship, and the rising prominence of psychology, cognitive science, and neuroscience
as a source for educational inspiration has increased the effort to translate basic research
findings into evidence-based practices. However, the success of these efforts has been far more limited than one would
hope given the wealth of knowledge coming from both the research and practice communities. By examining the
successes and failures, we can begin to articulate the critical pieces required to build an effective bridge between
research and practice.
Biography: Dr. Shelton’s research in cognitive psychology/cognitive neuroscience focuses on spatial cognition, individual
differences, and mechanisms of learning, couched in the broad context of understanding the characterization and needs
of the individual learner. Dr. Shelton’s professional orientation takes a strong basic science approach that is informed by
the problems and questions of practice and application.

Daniel Simons

Professor of Psychology
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Do brain training programs and
games enhance real-world
cognitive abilities?

Abstract: In 2014, a large group of scientists
released a "consensus" letter stating that there is little or no evidence for real cognitive
benefits from brain games. Shortly afterward, a group of brain training proponents
released their own letter touting the extensive evidence for everyday benefits of cognitive
training. How could two teams of scientists examine the same literature and come to
conflicting “consensus” views about the effectiveness of brain training? In this talk, I
present the results of a comprehensive evaluation of all evidence cited by leading brain training companies and
proponents as support for the benefits of brain training. We find evidence that practicing a brain training game will
make you better at that game, but we found almost no compelling evidence that such games will improve everyday
cognition or slow cognitive aging. I will discuss the state of the evidence and will provide a set of scientific standards for
improving brain training research and interpreting the results of brain training studies.
Biography: Dr. Simons heads the Visual Cognition Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is
best known for his research on failures of visual awareness. He is the Founding Editor of the new APS journal, Advances
in Methods and Practices in Psychological Science (AMPPS) and co-author (with Christopher Chabris) of the NY Times
bestseller, The Invisible Gorilla: How Our Intuitions Deceive Us.
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MISSION
The Science of Learning Institute seeks to understand and optimize the most essential
part of our human capital: the ability to learn. The Institute supports interdisciplinary
research that will generate scientific discoveries and build meaningful connections
between research, practice, and policy.

GOALS
1. Supporting Cutting-Edge Science of Learning Research. Our seed grant program
supports faculty who will generate new scientific discoveries about lifelong
learning through interdisciplinary collaborations spanning basic and applied
sciences.
2. Training Future Leaders in the Science of Learning. We train early career
scientists to think broadly about learning, to generate innovative perspectives
and research on how we learn, and to build meaningful connections between
research, practice, and policy.
3. Connecting Science to Practice. We collaborate with educators, practitioners, and
policymakers to advance the understanding of science of learning research and
translate research into meaningful, evidence-based practices, programs, and
policies.

A special note of thanks is extended to
The Office of the Provost, Johns Hopkins University
and the private philanthropic donations
for sponsoring the symposium

